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Thoughtful and soft-spoken, Bill’s easy confidence, insights, and experience inspire both PIVOT staff and 
clients. Like an umbrella on a rainy northwest day, Bill's encyclopedic knowledge, heartfelt, unwavering 
professionalism and legendary intuition watch over the rest of us splashing in the puddles. For thirty 
years, he’s set the pace and tone for the firm. Though raised in New York and educated in Oklahoma, 
Bill’s sensibilities are pure Northwest. His contributions to the region show in his professional service – 
he’s been active in local, state, and national professional organizations since his college days – and the 
major public project’s he’s brought to fruition. The University of Oregon’s Moshofsky Center, multiple 
projects for Lane County’s health services, state government buildings, are just a few. His thoughtful 
contributions make the intersection of function and timeless beauty a place people love.  

 

Registered Architect - States of Oregon and Washington 
NCARB Certificate Holder 
 
As one of the key project leaders at PIVOT Architecture in Eugene, Oregon, Bill enjoys being a mentor for 
his team and utilizing the strengths of each team member. He has an affinity for projects that require 
realistic technical skills such as integrating mechanical/electrical system upgrades seamlessly into 
existing buildings. He also likes renovation projects because he is a consummate problem solver who 
enjoys making things better. Bill has guided the design and planning of a wide variety of projects for 
public agencies and private businesses. Along with new facilities, he has also worked on numerous 
remodel and retrofit projects, historic restorations, and building repair and addition projects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Principal 

PIVOT Architecture 

June 1974 – Present (42 years 1 month) 

PIVOT Architecture is an interdisciplinary firm with expertise in Architecture, Planning, and Interiors. 
Established in Eugene, Oregon in 1956, the firm has experience with a wide variety of project types and 
services. Formerly known as WBGS Architecture & Planning, the firm recently celebrated 52 years of 
successful projects and changed its name to PIVOT Architecture. 
 
Our staff of 25 include 11 Registered Architects and 3 Interior Designers. 7 firm members are also LEED 
Accredited Professionals.  
 
PIVOT Architecture believes all projects revolve around the CLIENT; their dreams, values, budget and 
collective vision. We believe that inspired DESIGN is the natural result of spaces that have relevance, 
celebrate beauty and are built with their users in mind. We bring extensive KNOWLEDGE and solid 
experience as collaborators with a passion for excellence. We embrace the core value that 
SUSTAINABLE buildings provide healthy environments, efficient use of resources and lasting value. We 
strive to have FUN in our work and with our clients, and we encourage our clients to enjoy the journey as 
well. Ultimately, we are motivated by the pivotal moments that take a project from a spark in the 
imagination to the moment the doors open to the world outside. 

 

 William Seider , a steadfast advocate for continuing 
education requirements in pursuit of uniform standards, has been elevated to the American Institute  
of Architects’ College of Fellows , the prestigious honor awarded to members who have made 
significant 
contributions to the profession. 

 


